
S&H EXPRESS

Driver Escrow Program



DRIVER ESCROW POLICY CHANGE

 Changes made in October 2016

 Increased amount for company driver responsibility from $750 
to $1000

 Increased amount of months of driver performance bonus 
lost from 3 months to  6 months depending on total dollar 
amount of accident cost



THE PROCESS

 Driver informed and familiarized with the program starting at 
orientation

 Driver strongly coached at orientation concerning the 
importance of proper accident reporting with the goal to 
mitigate accident costs

 Driver informed at orientation the reason for them to properly 
and timely report accidents is that the overall cost of the 
accident is ultimately their responsibility and will affect their 
escrow account



Example #1: 

 Driver gathers proper information at accident scene 
 Phone #’s, names, etc., and makes the call to Safety 24/7 
 Safety starts immediately to contain the loss 
 If loss can be wrapped up in a day or days, it may take the loss from 

a $3000 loss to a $900 loss  
 Saves the driver $100 on their portion of the Escrow Program 
 Saves the company significantly as well 
 In this example, the company recovers the entire accident cost



Example #2:

 Accident loss of $2000

 Driver is responsible for $1000 of damage on Preventable Accident

 If the driver averages $150 per month on Driver Performance Bonus. 
Driver loses 6 months fuel Bonus – Additional $900 is kept within the 
company. 

 Company recovers $1900 of the $2000 loss



COST BENEFITS
 Drivers escrow account builds over time at $20/week

 Depending upon the amount in the drivers escrow 
account at any time, full amount of a loss may be there 
for deduction, or

 If a driver quits, escrow account should have funds to 
hold back towards damages or preventable accident

 Driver loses Driver Performance Bonus for 3 or 6 months 
and those funds are kept within the company



MAJOR FOCUS: TRANSPARENCY

 Loss information is shared with current and new 
drivers  

Goal is to explain the large cost of accidents



MAJOR FOCUS: EDUCATION

 Education is to help drivers process through an 
accident properly 



MAJOR FOCUS: COMMUNICATION

Communication goes both ways in our company 
 The drivers must communicate with us when an 

accident occurs  
 Take an active role in reporting the accident 

(especially if we are at fault)  
We communicate to the driver with preventability 

determination, escrow accountability, and 
additional information needed after an accident



DRIVER RESPONSE

 If drivers are a part of our team, they have to 
agree to abide by and follow the  rules of the 
escrow program  

 Drivers like knowing that other drivers are 
accountable for the damages “they/others” 
cause  
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